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Culture and Customs of Sudan Kwame Essien 2008-11-30 Amid a Sudan's dark history, saturated with conflicts and
tragic current events, lies a culture with deep roots, going back as far as 8000 BC. With several hundred ethnic
groups and languages, Sudan is one of the world's most diverse countries. Learn how these cultures have blended and
collided throughout the centuries, and examine how traditions and customs are kept alive today. Religious beliefs,
social customs, arts, literature, and cuisine are among the topics discussed in this volume, which is ideal for high
school and undergraduate students. Chapters include coverage on historical background, religions and worldviews,
literature and media, art and architecture, cuisine and traditional dress, gender roles, marriage, and family, social
customs, and music and dance. A timeline of key events and bibliographical essay including print and nonprint sources
supplement the work.
Folktales from South Sudan David Aoloch Bion 2022-03-16 This is a rare treat, a collection of folktales and
fables from South Sudan - the newest country in the world. These stories will be most familiar amongst the Dinka, one
of the country's many ethnicities, but they are also known in other parts of the country. While South Sudan's many
groups vary in language and culture, they share a history of orality: the oral tradition of sharing stories verbally
and retelling them through many generations. But times are changing rapidly and there is a risk that these stories will
be lost unless they are written down and David Aoloch Bion has done just that. The stories he presents here speak of
universal themes: marriage, lying and gluttony, bravery, cheating and deception. Clever and entertaining, with animal
characters that often morph into humans and back again, Folktales from South Sudan will be a delightful read, for
those who are familiar with these stories and those who are not.
Myths & Folktales Jacob Jiel Akol 2022-02-27
Folklore and development in the Sudan Ahmad Abd al-Rahim Nasr 1981
The Darfur Sultanate Rex S. O'Fahey 2008 In 2003, Khartoum deployed the Janjaweed militia to violently suppress a
separatist rebellion, thus launching Darfur into the international spotlight. Since then, over 200,000 people have been
murdered and scores more have become refugees. In order to understand the extent of this humanitarian crisis, which has
developed into one of the most important international causes of our day, the complicated history of this region must
be understood. Having conducted forty years of research in Sudan, R.S. O'Fahey has written the definitive account of
the Darfur Sultanate, which stretches from 1650 to 1916. O'Fahey is uniquely qualified to write this book. In
addition to being a scholarly expert on the region, O'Fahey has worked with the United Nations Mission to Sudan
(UNMIS) and the African Union during the peace talks in Abuja, which were initiated to resolve Darfur's current crisis.
While O'Fahey discusses the impact of outside forces on the sultanate, he focuses primarily on Darfur's ruling elites,
including its sultans, royal women, holy men, traders, and other individuals in positions of power. His intention is to
write a record of the history and cultures of the Sultanate in all their variety, complexity, and richness.
The Dinka of the Sudan Francis Mading Deng 1984 Case study that presents & interprets the rich qualities of Dinka life.
The reader learns of the structure of society, sex roles, courtship, kinship, age-sets & rivalries, the family, property,
mores, law, religion, philosophy, poetry, & dance.
Sudanese Proverbs Muna Zaki 2015-04-26 This collection of proverbs provides a fascinating insight into the culture,
social morals, historical traditions and humour of the Sudanese. Learning some of these proverbs can be a great way
of sharing your sense of humour or expressing an opinion without having to stumble on words that might be
misunderstood. For the most part, these succinct sayings call for virtues that encourage solidarity, peace and
coherence within society. * Contains over 560 Sudanese Arabic proverbs that are commonly used in the Sudan.* Each
proverb has an English translation.* The transliterated script guides pronunciation and assists beginners in learning
the Arabic language. * Concise notes explain the meaning and cultural background of each proverb.* Includes a dozen
folk-tales linked to individual proverbs. * An alphabetical index is supplied for easy reference.
The Lion and the Hare 2009 A retelling of a traditional East African tale in which a clever hare finds a way to
outwit the lion that is terrifying all the other grassland animals.
The Clever Sheikh of the Butanand Other Stories Ali Lutfi 1999 Includes tales from Iceland, Sudan, Palestine,
Lebanon, Tibet, amongst others. This series contains volumes which include 20 to 30 tales, accompanied by an
introduction and a historical overview which give readers insights into the culture, the folk literature, and the lives
of the people in the region.
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A Rope from the Sky Zach Vertin 2019-01-01 The untold story of America's attempt to forge a nation from scratch,
from euphoric birth to heart-wrenching collapse. South Sudan's independence was celebrated around the world—a
triumph for global justice and an end to one of the world's most devastating wars. But the party would not last
long: South Sudan's freedom fighters soon plunged their new nation into chaos, shattering the promise of liberation and
exposing the hubris of their foreign backers. Chronicling extraordinary stories of hope, identity, and survival, A Rope
from the Sky journeys inside an epic tale of paradise won and then lost. This character-driven narrative is first a story
of power, promise, greed, compassion, violence, and redemption from the world's most neglected patch of territory. But
it is also a story about the best and worst of America—both its big-hearted ideals and its difficult reckoning with
the limits of American power amid a changing global landscape. Zach's Vertin's firsthand acounts, from deadly war
zones to the halls of Washington power, brings readers inside this remarkable episode—an unprecedented experiment in
state-building and a cautionary tale. It is brilliant and breathtaking, a moder-day Greek tragedy that will challenge
our perspectives on global politics.
The People Could Fly Virginia Hamilton 2004 In this retelling of a folktale, a group of slaves, unable to bear their
sadness and starvation any longer, calls upon the African magic that allows them to fly away.
African Tales Harold Scheub 2005-04-29 The latest work from Harold Scheub, one of the world's leading scholars
of African folktales, is the broadest collection yet assembled with tales from the entire continent of Africa, north to
south. It brings together mythic, fantastic, and coming-of-age tales, some transcribed more than a hundred years ago,
others dating to modern-day Africa. Scheub includes the work of storytellers from major African language groups, as
well as many storytellers whose work is not often heard outside of Africa. This anthology offers a classroom-ready
collection that should appeal to any scholar of African literature and culture. Realizing that these tales are part
of a dying art, Scheub writes for the inner ear in everyone, bringing an oral tradition to life in written form.
MYTHS and Folktales African Stories from the Jieng South Sudan Jacob Akol Jiel 2022-05-20 THESE MYTHS and
folktales are a collection from my own pool of stories, told when I was a child in the village and locked up somewhere
in the recesses of my memory. Although much has decayed with time or been wiped out by other peoples' stories fighting
for front-page in my brain, I am sure there is a lot more in there that I cannot recall at the moment but which will come
to the fore in due time. All I need is a catalyst, such as returning to the village, even if briefly. The village environment
and atmosphere in which these stories are told impress them very firmly on the memory of the listener. Just imagine
yourself as a child member of a family sitting around a wood fire on a dark night in the centre of your household
compound, or lying in bed in a mud and thatched hut. All around you is darkness. Maybe it is raining, and there is
lightning and thunder.
African Genesis Leo Frobenius 1999 Presents a collection of African folk tales and myths.
Folk Tales from the Northern Sudan ʻAbd All h ayyib 2016
Ajapa the Tortoise Margaret Baumann 2012-06-11 Collection of 30 fables recounts adventures of Ajapa the
Tortoise: how he saved the king and tricked the lion, what happened when he rented his house, how he came to be bald,
and more.
Sudanese folktales and mythes Yahya Fadlalla 199?
The Girl Sudan Painted Like a Gold Ring Theresa Fuller 2022 If you like your fables with a dash of bloodshed, then The
Girl Sudan Painted Like a Gold Ring is the anthology you have been waiting for. Author Theresa Fuller has collected a
fascinating group of tales based on the oral storytelling history of the Sea Dyaks of Borneo.The twist? The Dyaks
were headhunters! A TINY MOUSEDEER BATTLES A SPIRIT GIANT A GIRL MUST SAVE HER VILLAGE FROM AN ARMY
OF HEAD-HUNTERS HOW A HEDGEHOG HELPS A BULLIED BOY BECOME A GOD In this book you will find stories
designed to entertain and teach, all from the point of view of a culture based in honor, courtesy, and war.
Ada's Bedtime Stories Marcelina Morgan 2022-01-16 Ada's Bedtime stories is a collection of folktales from the
southmost part of South Sudan. It forms part of the story collections in "Folktales from South Sudan" by Morgan,
a collection of Classic stories told by the evening fire in the dry season to entertain and educate the youngsters. The
reader may be familiar with some of the folktales or, by reading these stories they may start thinking of similar tales
from their part of the world. As it all happened by the compound campfire, it is befitting to transport this collection
of stories to children of today, sitting by the fire in the warmth of their front rooms. The book can be read widely as
part of private leisure, a class reader or read aloud to children as it used to be narrated by the fireside.
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Jaʻaliyyiin Folktales Sayed Hamid A. Hurreiz 1972
Folktales from South Sudan Marcelina Morgan 2016-07-13 This important collection of folktales, some of which
you may be familiar with, is sure to rekindle in you the love of reading and hopefully set you on to start thinking of
similar folktales from your own area. Whether you read this collection of folktales alone as part of a private
leisure pursuit, or as part of a class reader, or aloud to your children, as it used to be narrated in many a village by
the fireside, you will find in this collection, pages of sheer reading pleasure which will shrill and enlighten you. The
pages of this book are full of the typical folktale characters of the cunning Rabbit or Hare, admirably handled, full of
interest, playing havoc with everyone, and often becoming a victim of his own ploy. There is also the majestic Lion, King
of the jungle, prancing lazily all over the pages, often outsmarted by lesser animals. Then there is the Tortoise, whose
slow crawl and foul stinking fart betray this treasure house of wisdom whose sole life mission seems to be the
unravelling of the jealousies and intrigues abound in the animal planet. In writing this book, Dr Marcellina Morgan not
only draws our attention to the central function of folklore in traditional education, but makes an important
contribution to the genre of oral literature. Dr Morgan's narrative of action is masterly with the animal characters
assuming a breathtaking life of their own, while the meticulous recreation of the stories should inspire, fascinate and
grip the reader.
Folk Stories from the Northern Sudan ʻAbd All h ayyib 2003
Dinka Folktales Francis Mading Deng 1974
Egyptian and Sudanese Folk-tales 1978 A retelling of traditional tales from the Sudan and Egypt.
Not Just Child's Play Felicia R. McMahon 2009-10-20 Winner of the 2008 Chicago Folklore Prize Felicia R. McMahon
breaks new ground in the presentation and analysis of emerging traditions of the “Lost Boys,” a group of parentless
youths who fled Sudan under tragic circumstances in the 1990s. With compelling insight, McMahon analyzes the oral
traditions of the DiDinga Lost Boys, about whom very little is known. Her vibrant ethnography provides intriguing
details about the performances and conversations of the young DiDinga in Syracuse, New York. It also offers
important insights to scholars and others who work with refugee groups. The author argues that the playful
traditions she describes constitute a strategy by which these young men proudly position themselves as preservers of
DiDinga culture and as harbingers of social change rather than as victims of war. Drawing ideas from folklore,
linguistics, drama, and play theory, the author documents the danced songs of this unique group. Her inclusion of
original song lyrics translated by the singers and descriptions of conversations convey the voices of the young men.
Well researched and carefully developed, this book makes an original contribution to our understanding of refugee
populations and tells a compelling story at the same time.
African Myths Carter Godwin Woodson 1948
The Stories of Kulang Toat Weirial Puok Baluang 2019-07-21 In Nuer land not too long ago was a man who was
well known during his life and after his death and often not for all the right reasons. Weirial Gatyiel Puok Baluang's
The Stories of Kulang Toat, take us through Kulang's life and the effect he had on his family and his community around
him. With clear moral lessons on what one should and should not do and an interesting look at Nuer traditions,
practices and folktales, Kulang Toat's life story will make you both laugh and despair. The Stories of Kulang Toat
are a key part of South Sudanese culture and history and though usually orally passed down, are now collected
here in written form for all to enjoy.
Camel Fables from the Sailors of the Sudan Thurlow R. Weed 2004-12-01
Lost Boy, Lost Girl John Bul Dau 2010-10-12 One of thousands of children who fled strife in southern Sudan, John
Bul Dau survived hunger, exhaustion, and violence. His wife, Martha, endured similar hardships. In this memorable book,

the two convey the best of African values while relating searing accounts of famine and war. There’s warmth as well,
in their humorous tales of adapting to American life. For its importance as a primary source, for its inclusion of the
rarely told female perspective of Sudan’s lost children, for its celebration of human resilience, this is the perfect story
to inform and inspire young readers.
Tales Arab Women Tell and the Behavioral Patterns They Portray Hasan M. El-Shamy 1999 This book has tales
that portray situations involving parents and paternal figures, courtship and marital relations, siblings, and boy and
mother's brother.
Tatterhood Ethel Johnston Phelps 2016-06-20 The first volume in this beautifully illustrated anthology features
traditional tales of heroic women from Japan to Scotland and beyond. Long before Suzanne Collins created Katniss
Everdeen and Octavia Butler wrote Parable of the Sower, there were many traditional folktales full of adventure,
intrigue, and intrepid female characters. Feminist Folktales from Around the World collects these forgotten classics
and presents them with original artwork by designer and illustrator Suki Boynton. Volume one in the series,
Tatterhood features an introduction by Gayle Forman, the New York Times bestselling author of If I Stay. These
twelves tales from Japan, Norway, Scotland, Sudan, and more, celebrate the cunning, hard work, and physical
strength of their heroines. In these pages, a family of three women teaches a burly man how to wrestle, a girl battles a
fearsome bear, and a young mother rescues her village from an elephant's stomach.
Sharafeldin E. Abdelsalam
1983
Tales of Animals, Magic and Men 1983
Folklore and Development in the Sudan A mad ʻAbd al-Ra
m Na r 1985
Dinka Folktales from Sudan Companion House Assisting Survivors of Torture & Trauma 2008 This book, with
accompanying audio CD in English and Dinka, contains six traditional Dinka folktales from Sudan, retold by Dinka
refugee women living in Canberra, and illustrated by Dinka children.
Women in Folktales and Short Stories of Africa Taban lo Liyong 1997-01-01
Baggara of Sudan Biraima M. Adam 2017-10-02 Humor, wit, myth, satire, sarcasm and tales, people culture,
ethnography, anthropology, sociology.
3 Folktales from Eastern Europe and Central Asia Gini Graham Scott Ph D 2015-06-06 The following three tales are
adapted from stories told by the peasants in Eastern Europe and Central Asia. They are drawn from some books I found
in shops when I visited the former U.S.S.R. in 1988 as part of a citizen diplomacy group. I was intrigued by these
folktales, since my paternal grandmother lived for some time in Odessa in the Ukraine. Also, I found these stories share
a common theme --the poor peasant is able to succeed despite obstacles against an unfair ruler. He does so by being wise
and generous, and having a strong desire to help and protect his family. Generally, the rich merchant or powerful ruler
is foiled by his own greed and stupidity. The following stories come from the Ukraine, Latvia, and Turkmen. These are
three of my favorite stories.
Women in Folktales and Short Stories of South Sudan T (Taban). Lo Liyong 1997
The Girl Who Became a Goddess Theresa Fuller 2019-05-21 The Girl Who Became a Goddess is a tribute to the
childhood stories of Theresa Fuller who has experienced multiple cultures and learned to love them all. These are
tales passed on from generation to generation, some to delight, some to terrify, all to enlighten. A foolish animal
discovers that the Rainforest is a dangerous place.A young boy is willing to sacrifice everything for his family.A
woman must decide between the man she loves and the human race.As a girl, a mother, and a teacher, Theresa retells her
favorite folktales through the lens of her own life experiences in Singapore, Malaysia and Australia, putting a unique
spin on ageless classics.The Girl Who Became a Goddess is a love letter to a young girl from the adult she has become.

A Study of Contemporary Sudanese Muslim Saints' Legends in Sociocultural Contexts
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